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ABSTRACT
The shape and synchronization of the lip movement with
speech seems to be one of the important factors in the
acceptability of a synthetic persona, particularly as synthetic
beings approach human photo-realism. Most of us cannot lip-
read nor easily identify a sound by lip-shape alone, but we
can readily detect whether the lip movements of a synthetic
talking head are acceptable or not. This is true even when the
viewer/listener is a considerable distance from the speaker. In
addition, experiments have shown that visible synthetic
speech is important in augmenting audible synthetic speech,
in terms of ease of understandability and recognition
accuracy. This is particularly true in noisy conditions where
the audio signal is degraded [1]. Synthesizing the right lip
movements for talking heads is therefore an important task in
achieving a high degree of naturalness, as well as for
potential applications where they provide assistance to
hearing impaired individuals.

One of the major challenges, in speech synthesis as well as
lip-motion synthesis is in the modelling of coarticulation.
Coarticulation is the influence on the articulation of a speech
segment of the preceding (backward/retentive coarticulation)
and following speech segments (forward/anticipatory
coarticulation). Coarticulation effects in speech have been
shown to effect speech sounds up to 6 segments away [2].

Various techniques have been used to model visual
coarticulation, all of which make assumptions about the
degree of forward and backward influences and the way in
which these are modeled – from simple additive influences to
complex mathematical models. Usually these models are
physiologically grounded; for example the speed at which
mouth shape muscles can react may be one important factor.
However, rule based models are by their very nature
complex, since the physiology of the visible articulation
musculature is also complex.

Rather than explicitly modelling this face physiology, we
present a data-driven method where the dynamics of the
facial musculature is captured in synchronization with the
acoustic data. This approach is an improvement on other
data-driven techniques [10,11] as it allows us to model visual
coarticulatory effects as an extension of a concatenative
speech synthesis unit selection process. Concatenative
synthesis relies on the ability to extract appropriate
contextual (hence capturing coarticulatory effects) N-phone
units of speech which are then concatenated and deformed

based on linguistic criteria – for example if stress or
appropriate pitch change and duration changes are required
for intonation. Our hypothesis is that these linguistic criteria
are also applicable to the visual lip-
synthesis in a similar way. This paper investigates how the
visual unit selection process is realized.

1. UNIT INVENTORIES IN SYNTHESIS
In creating the speech unit database every effort is usually
given to ensure that all units exist, at the diphone or triphone
level. However, there may be occasions when the right units
may not be available for concatenation. Also, perhaps more
importantly, the linguistic environment has an important
impact on unit selection - as the units are extracted from real
speech, they will have a set of intrinsic characteristics which
will include linguistic and paralinguistic influences. When a
speech database is recorded, care must be taken to ensure that
the recording process removes or minimizes these influences,
with the possibility that they can be regenerated as required
later.

Although the following processes are described with
reference to Laureate [9], they are generally applicable.
When building an N-phone unit inventory of sounds Laureate
uses a fixed window of N units. The value of N is flexible
and can be defined off-line. Consider a stream of phonemes
in a recorded speech sample:

   # A B C D E F G H I J K L #

With a value of N=5 each individual phoneme is coded up as
shown below, with the window moving sequentially across
the input stream (underlining indicates the window, bold the
phoneme being coded)

# A B C D E F G H I J K L #
# A B C D E F G H I J K L #
# A B C D E F G H I J K L #
# A B C D E F G H I J K L #

This coding process defines the phoneme in context.  For the
phoneme “C” for example, the primary coarticulatory effects
on the surrounding B and D phonemes, and secondary
coarticulatory effects on A and E are captured.

If this process is repeated across a large sample of speech, an
inventory of phonemes in context can be collected. The
definition of a phoneme in the database is given through its
phonemic character, and its phonological information – i.e.
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contextual information regarding word boundaries, stressing
and so on. Given this rich database, a sophisticated search
strategy is required to extract appropriate phonemes and an
appropriate concatenation method must be defined to join the
phonemes for the synthesised speech.

Three main aspects, annotation, unit selection and unit
concatenation can characterize the approach of unit
concatenative synthesis. Each is discussed in turn, with
implications for visual lip motion unit synthesis discussed.

2. ANNOTATION
Concatenative synthesis almost invariably makes recourse to
detailed selection criteria. For example, imagine the
concatenation of two triphone units A and B, where A is
represented by “XYZ” and B by “ZMN” (where X,Y,Z,M
and N are phonemes) . As the last phoneme in unit A is the
same as the first in phoneme B, the units can be
concatenated. However, if unit B were “zMN” where “z” was
phonetically very similar to “Z” but not identical, it would be
a mistake to attempt to merge the two units. If however, “z”
only differed from “Z” by being stressed, then it would be
possible to merge the two, albeit with a drop in naturalness
unless processed appropriately.  Laureate tries to minimize
loss of naturalness by using a phonologically motivated unit
selection process [9].

For visual annotation of the mouth movements
accompanying the speech stream, these phonetic and
phonological features might be extended or modified, so that
two unit selection databases could be used – one for
synthesizing the speech and one for synthesizing the lip-
motion. For example phonetic features such as lip spreading
associated with diphthongs such as /eI/ might be
incorporated. In fact the phonetic information could be
augmented with physiological information as used in the
rule-based models.  In practice, we have not found it
necessary to add this information. Theoretically it is unclear
what the hierarchy of importance of such features would be,
and hence their importance in the unit selection search.
Practically, the evaluation of such features would prove
problematic. Also, why use two databases when one would
suffice? If an N-phone unit approach has set N large enough
to capture primary and secondary coarticulatory effects then
even in special circumstances, we may assume that an
acoustically based unit is in one-to-one correspondence with
the lip motions – i.e. the (contextually sensitive) sound
defines the lips motion.

3. UNIT SELECTION
Unit Selection requires that for every phoneme in the input
text, all possible contextual matches for that phoneme are
extracted from the database.  In Laureate samples are
extracted with reference to their left context match, their right
context match and the complete (no bias) context match. By
pursuing this approach we do not limit ourselves at the later
concatenation phase by having inappropriate phonemes.  This
effectively gives us a matrix of possible units for
concatenation. For each window, each bias condition is
examined and a possible unit generated. Dynamic
programming is then used to determine the best path through

the matrix. Costs are introduced based on the nature of the
units and the required joining method. The path which
minimizes the overall concatenation costs is the one selected.

Once a sequence of units for the input sentence has been
selected by the speech synthesis system a corresponding
speech signal must be produced by retrieving these units
from a stored database and concatenating them. Data joining
should be seamless, smoothing sample discontinuities at unit
boundaries when units have been selected from different
parts of the database.

For speech, the basic technique is to use a time/frequency
modification process for each unit (the details of this process
are given in [3]). What is important is that the conditions for
joining are decided by the unit selection process, but not the
mechanics of the join.

The mechanics of a join are governed by the nature of the
units to be joined. For speech the important criterion is
whether the unit phoneme parts to be joined are voiced or
unvoiced. Obviously criteria for determining if a phoneme is
voiced or not must be devised.  For lip motion joining other
criteria and joining procedures are required.  One important
aspect might be how susceptible a phoneme is to
coarticulation effects.  This is termed the deformability of
phonemes and is defined as the extent to which a phoneme
can be modified by surrounding phonemes [4].   Although the
notion of deformability is a very interesting one, it is different
to the notion of lip-readability.  For example, the most
deformable classification is considered to contain /s/ and /m/.
Yet /m/ is one of the most important phonemes from a lip-
readability viewpoint - especially in word initial contexts.
These facts are important from a joining viewpoint – we need
to preserve the /m/ movement, even if it is affected by
coarticulation affects.

If we classify phonemes in terms of their importance for lip-
reading, a three-way classification seems sensible. These
classifications are invisible phonemes, protected phonemes,
and “normal” phonemes. An invisible phoneme [5] is a
phoneme which is not associated to a specific shape of the
mouth. These include the phonemes /t/, /d/, /g/, and /k/. For
invisible phonemes, in general the following vowel gives the
shape of the mouth – this is obvious when saying the sound
pairs “do”, “to” (or “da”, “ta”, “du”, “tu”). In our
implementation all invisible phonemes are suppressed, which
aids motion/sound synchronisation. As our talking head does
not have a tongue (yet) and the tongue makes the phoneme /l/
lip-readable (when it is followed by a rounded vowel), we
add the phoneme /l/ to the list of invisible phonemes even if it
is not actually correct.

Our “protected phonemes” are  those which must be
preserved in lip motion synthesis to ensure accurate lip-
readability. These are the phonemes /f/, /v/, /m/, /v/ and /p/.
Phonemes which are not invisible or protected are deemed
“normal”.

This lip-reading classification is not to be confused with
Pelachaud's deformability. Pelachaud's deformability is to do
with the malleability of phonemes in coarticulatory contexts.
Lip shape deformability – the classification just given – is



also to do with phoneme malleability, but is not explicitly
associated with coarticulation. Although the two
classifications overlap, in lip-motion synthesis the main
concern in unit joining is not to ensure the preservation of
coarticulatory movement, but rather to ensure the
preservation of lip-readability – with the assumption that
primary or secondary coarticulation effects, whether
anticipatory (left side bias), predictive (right side bias) or
persistent, are captured by the selection of the correct unit.
This remains to be evaluated.

4. CONCATENATION
Since our approach is exploratory, we use simple metrics for
overlapping motion units, as given in Table 1. The default is
a 50/50 overlap exactly in the middle of each joining
phoneme, with contextual situations changing this.  Heuristic
values  for forward and backward overlap are defined.

                    Backward
Forward

Protected Invisible Normal

Protected              50
50

          77
23

         55
45

Invisible              23
77

          50
50

         27
73

Normal              45
55

          77
23

         50
50

Table 1: Joining overlapping based on forward and
Backward Influences

Finally, smoothing may be applied so that start and end
joining is seamless. The degree of smoothing required
depends on the quality of the motion data set and also on the
way in which animations are reconstructed. For example an
animation player may interpret linearly between a sparse
frame set (low frame rate) to give the impression of
smoothing.

The above procedure applies to soft concatenation, when
units are merged; for hard concatenation (unit abutting)
movements could be smoothed for the last 5% of the first
unit, and the first 5% of the second unit if required.
However, this has implications for the unit inventory, if we
were to join /s p/ and /u n/ then the abutting may lose some of
the plosive /p/ lip motion. Where possible the unit selection
process should favour /s p u/ and /u n/ joining.  This is a
representation issue regarding the units in the database and
their coverage. Note that even if the selection process is
forced to abutt units, it may well have selected a unit which,
while not reaching the minimum threshold, is structurally
similar to the desired sound.  In such cases, the coarticulatory
effects would be similar.

5. RECORDING MOTION UNITS
In our lip motion approach we adopted a neutral, reading
speaking style, with minimized intonational nuances for
recording of the lip movements. A human model with a
fluent speaking style was chosen, with obvious idiosyncratic
lip movement characteristics. Head movement during
recording was intentionally minimized (although no head
constraints were used) and mathematical post-processing
removed all gross head movement by normalising around a

default head position.In this scenario we propose that
“influences” such as natural head movements must be
recreated, just as intonation patterns must be recreated for the
speech.

A set of 300 short sentences was recorded. These sentences
were designed to be representative in terms of speech unit
coverage, so that all possible combinations of phonemes in
context are recorded in natural speech.

The lip motion data was captured using a set of retro-
reflective markers similar to those shown on the model in
Figure 1. Careful consideration was given to the marker
locations.

Figure 1: Retro-reflective Marker Positions

From psycholinguistic perception tests on visual speech
recognition, Jordan has proposed a set of markers which are
perceptually prominent [6]. This set was used as our starting
point. A second contributing set of possible marker locations
comes from the MPEG-4 Synthetic Natural Hybrid Coding
(SHNC) Facial Definition Parameters (FDP) proposals.
Deviation from these two contributory sets of points were
mainly for practical reasons.  Data was captured at 60Hz
using 4 ProReflex MCU240 cameras with 16mm lenses, built
by Qualisys, Sweden. The cameras were positioned 250cm
from the face and calibrated at 60 degrees from each other. A
MultiTrax unit from Adaptive Optics Associates, Inc. was
used to process the camera data using Qtrac software, which
was then edited using a Motion Tool Kit from TeleVirtual,
UK.
The motion data and sound track were synchronized using an
audible beep synchronized with a retro-reflective marker
pulse. The sound track was phonemically annotated
automatically and manually corrected. This provided a
phoneme-based index into the motion data.
The motion data went through a series of post-capture editing
phases. Initial editing was performed using the Motion Tool
Kit to remove noisy motion data. Head movements were
normalized out and this normalized data exported as a muscle
and bone model. This model was then imported into the
MAYA toolkit, where it was attached to a full 3D NURBS
model (see Figure. 2), and saved as surface wire-frame
animation sequences.

6. LIP MOTION SYNTHESIS
Lip motion unit synthesis proceeds as has been described in
the previous sections – speech units are selected for text to be
synthesized, and these units provide indices into the
synchronized motion data. Selected motion units are



concatenated in a principled way to create a final motion
synthesis sequence.
There are two main issues which require addressing at
present. The first is the efficient storage of the large amount
of motion data. Since this project is demonstrating a proof of
concept, we currently work with a 30Hz database of
approximately 2000 wire-frame vertices per frame, and have
about 40 minutes of data! This data contains recognisable
stretches of “silence” corresponding to no lip motion –
between sentences for example or when re-takes have been
edited out (by simply annotating the speech units as
redundant units). Our first concern is to edit out this data but
maintain synchronisation. However, even with efficient
compression, there remains a significant amount of data. In
the near future we hope to use lower sampling rates for the
motion data, and employ a more intelligent representation of
the wire-frame – for example by using a small set of MPEG4
FDPs and parameterised encoding of degree of influences
(adapting Kurihara and Arai [7] or Basu’s work [8]), or by
adopting a representative sample of “action unit” frames.

7. DISCUSSION
Initial subjective evaluation suggests that we have created a
synthesis model which faithfully recreates the natural lip
movements of our model.  In addition, since we captured data
from a significant portion of the face, the surrounding
movement of the jaws and outer lip musculature is very
realistic. Various lip positions extracted from a video of a
non-texture-mapped model are given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example Non Texture mapped model. Only facial
motion associated with the lips is shown.

This method results in high quality natural visual synthesis of
the lips/jaw articulators, but like its underlying acoustic
technique it suffers from a series of limitations. Firstly, just
as a speech database is a recording of a single speaker's
voice, so the visual movement database is a recording of one
speaker’s movements. As with text-to-speech concatenative
synthesis (lack of flexibility in customization for accents,
speaking styles etc.) visual speech concatenative synthesis is
also inflexible (many different ways in which people speak –
out of the side of their mouths etc.) To avoid all of our
synthetic personae’s talking in the same way we hope to
investigate conformance techniques for mapping between
different speaker movements.

The main advantage of this data driven approach is that in
tying the lip motion synthesis closely to the speech synthesis,
low level access to linguistic information is directly
available. This includes stress information, duration lengths,
intonation and so on. This is particularly useful when
linguistic reinforcement of the message is required, as in
emphasis of names or words – which can also be
accompanied by appropriate movements.

Looking to the future, the next generation of TTS systems
will bring a more expressive approach to speech synthesis,
enabling the modeling of emotions, and more natural
intonation. Integrated studies into the dynamics of lip and
face movements while talking in such fashion will be
necessary to ensure the naturalness of talking heads continues
to improve.
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